Sports

Rifle wins, 4 of 5

The varsity rifle team continued to fire well in collegiate competition last week, dropping only two of five matches, that loss to the University of Maine kept MIT in third place in the New England Collegiate Rifle League, behind both Norwich and Maine.

MIT traveled to Bangor November 16 to fire the match with UMaine. The Engineer team shot better over an all-day road trip, and fell to the fine Maine shooting, 2199-2152.

Team captain Jerry Dausman '76 sparked MIT's performance with a 566 score, setting an MIT team record in the intra-international course of fire. Dausman's score failed to be effective against always-strong Maine, however, as several Engineer shooters fell below their averages. Trailing Dausman for MIT's top three scores in at least one match, the team has shown considerable depth, with every person on the varsity shooting among the top four scores in at least one match.

In a Greater Boston Rifle League match last Wednesday, MIT remained in first place, easily defeating Northeastern with a good 1078 score. Sophomore Hal Freeman shot an outstanding 280 in his second varsity meet to lead the Engineer scoring. Freeman's score was followed by Vilimaga's 269, freshman Bob Lichfield at 256, and Yokota's 264.

MIT hosted an NECRL match at the duPont range last Saturday, as four teams fired. MIT did not shoot in the match, but held practice in precision air rifle for members of the visiting teams. The varsity hopes to organize and host a collegiate air rifle match later this season.

The rifle team will fire a GBL match against Boston State December 4th at MIT. They then leave for a non-league, shoulder-to-shoulder match December 7th at West Point, lacking on the Cadets and Lehigh University there.

V-ball closes with Boston Invitational

(Continued from page 8) defensive opponent of the season. MIT went on to take leads of 12-9 and 14-12 in the first game, after overcoming a 7-5 deficit, finally losing. The second game began as almost a repeat of the first as Eastern Nazarene scored six points before MIT had one, but this time MIT was unable to fight back, the final score being 15-7.

Eastern Nazarene in the finals defeated Boston College, a team which MIT had beaten handily during the regular season.

V-ball was the only team in the tournament to play steady pass-set-spikes volleyball instead of simply returning the ball any way possible. With a few less mistakes, the team could have gone all the way.

Aside from the players already mentioned, Karyn Allman '78, Lisa Jabobson '77, Linda Yoder '76, and Kathy Roggenkamp '77 played for MIT in the tournament. Celia Berry '78 and Judy Stein '79 formed the rest of the contingent.
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